
MEMORANDUM 

To: File No. S7-08-12 

From: Christina Thomas 
Counsel to Commissioner Elad L. Roisman 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

Date: October 12, 2018 

Re: Meeting with Representatives of the International Swaps and Derivatives 
Association, Inc. ("ISDA") 

On October 12, 2018, Christina Thomas met with the following representatives of ISDA: 

• Scott O'Malia, Chief Executive Officer 
• Chris Young, Head of U.S. Public Policy 

The parties discussed the Commission's rulemakings under Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
The presentation below was provided. 
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A Regulatory Safe Harbor 
for Derivatives: Ensuring 
a Comprehensive and 
Consistent US Derivatives 
Regulatory Framework 
A comprehensive and consistent regulatory framework for the US derivatives market is an 
important objective from public policy, risk mitigation and market liquidity perspectives. However, 
due to differences in the timing and substance of the rules implemented and/or proposed by the 
two primary US markets regularors - the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) - this objective is not being achieved. 

Policy-makers and market participants have been discussing potential solutions for years, but haven't 
settled on a fix that would reduce regulatory and compliance hurdens while preserving the authority 
of the respective agencies. For example, some have suggested that the C FTC and SEC undertake 
a rule-by-rule gap analysis and harmonization effo rt. H owever, such an cfforr would be costly and 
likely take years to complete. Others have proposed sh ifting statutory authori ty from one agency to 
the other, but this solution ignores the historic oversight and unique role of each agency (and their 
Congressional authorizing committees). 

This paper suggests a potential solution: a regulatory safe harbor mechanism that would allow firms 
to rely on their compliance with one commission's rules to satisfy comparable requirements set by 
the other commission. This would ensure regulato ry oversight over the entire market, while also 
enabling market participants to reduce the complexity and cost of complying with two similar but 
not identical regulatory regimes. The commissions could implement such a solution by adopting 
cxcmptivc orders in line with their respective statutory authorities. This safe harbor mechanism 
could complement current efforts ro achieve harmonization between the commissions' rule sets and 
should provide immediate relief to market participants, increasing the number of liquidity providers 

and, potentially, improving overall market liq uidity. 
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Th is paper 
proposes a safe 
harbor approach 
to mitigate the 
complexity and 
compliance 
costs of 
meeting 
similar but not 
identical CFTC 
and SEC rules 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Eight years ago, Congress created a new regulatory regime for the US swaps marker'. Under this 
framework, authority over US swaps was divided between rhe SEC and the CFTC, with rhe SEC 
given primary authority ro regulate the security based swaps marker and rhe CFTC given authority 
over swaps. 

Congress intended for the regulatory regimes applying to swaps and security based swaps to achieve 
the same broad policy objectives - such as promoting marker integrity and transparency, increasing 
centralized clearing and trading on regulated exchanges, and providing for the registration and 
comprehensive regulation oflarge swaps marker participants. However, there is considerable discord 
between the CFTC's final rules implementing the new regime and the SEC's final and proposed 
ones2• 

These differences, many of which arc technical in nature, create two key concerns. First , the 
SEC's regulatory regime has nor yer taken effect, and is likely some years away from completion. 
Second, once the SEC's rules are implemented, marker participants rhar have to register with both 
commissions as a result of their swaps and security based swaps activities will incur significant costs 
and suffer unnecessary compliance burdens. ·1 bar's because they will have ro implement two secs of 
substantively similar bur nor identical regulatory requirements for wha1 are otherwise functionally 
and economically similar financial instruments. 

[SDA and rhe US Chamber Center for Capital Markers Competitiveness (CCMC) have published 
this whirepaper as a suggested solution ro address both of these immediate concerns through a 
regulatory safe harbor approach. 

Such a safe harbor approach is consistent with: 

• The lcrrer and spi rit of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 
(Dodd-Frank Act); 

• The current Administration's stated goal of fostering "efficient, effective and appropriately 
tailored" financial services regulacion3; and 

• Prior actions taken by che commissions where regulatory jurisdictional issues were present. 

Perhaps masc importantly, rhe proposed safe harbor mechanism d iscussed in this wh itepaper would 
strike an app ropriate regulatory balance by ensuring a consistent and comprehensive rule set over 
all segments of rhe swaps market, while not unduly burdening registrants with inconsistent or 
duplicative regulatory requirements. 

' In this whItepaper, the term 'swaps' generally refers to both ·swaps· that are regulated by the CFTC and ·security based swaps' that are regulated by the 
SEC. unless the context suggests otherwise 

2 To date, the S[C has issued 18 final rules and eight proposals relatcrl to ,ts oversight over the security baser! swap market and security based swap 

market partIc1pants. The SEC has keyed the compliance date for the reg,strat,on process for security based swap dealers and ma1or security based 
swap part1c1pants (SBS ent1t1es) to tile later ol either: (I) s,x 111onlt1s dfter lhc publicat,on ddtc of the SL C's l111al rule establislrn1g cap,tdl, llldrg,n and 
segregation requirements for SBS e11t1tIes, or (2) tl1e tomphance date of tl1e s1:.c·s f11 1dl ,ules estdbl1sl11ng d proces~ lo, statutorily d1squdhfled persons to 
apply to be 'associated persons' of the SBS entity. The SEC has not indicated when and whethe, the agency plans to finalize either rule-making 

' See Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs. Executive Order 13771. 82 Fed Reg. 9339 (Feb. 3, 2017) 
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Act ion is 
needed to 
mit igate the 
differences 
between CFTC 
and SEC rules 

INTRODUCTION 

In 20 IO, Title VI I of rhe Dodd-Frank Act established an entirely new structure for rhe regulation of 
swaps. Recogn izing that swaps by their nature reference underlying instruments rhar fa ll within rhe 

jurisdiction of the SEC or the C FTC (or both commissions in the case of mixed swaps), Congress 

relied on a historical accord between the rwo agencies to divide the regulatory oversight of security 
based swaps and swaps\ 

Dodd-Frank amended both rhe Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and rhe Securities Exchange 

Act of 1934 (the Exchange Act), granting new authority to the commissions and directing rhem 

to promulgate a number of rules ro implement the statutory regimes for swaps and security based 

swaps. Dodd-Frank di rected the commissions to jointly adopt certain foundational rule-makings, 

such as final rules defining certain commonly used terms. The overwhelming majority of rule
making areas, however, were left to each agency ro promulgate alone. 

Although rhe Dodd-Frank Act did nor require rhe commissions to jointly issue the majority of 

rule-making areas, Section 7 l 2(a) of the law did require them to jointly develop and adopt key 

defin itio ns and to coordinate and consult with one another in adopti ng their respective rules in 
order to ensure regulatory consistency and comparabil ity to the extent possible~. Nocwirhsranding 

ch is requi remem, chcr<.: ar<.: some significan t gaps in rhe commissions' finalized rules, a situation 

char has been acknowledged by rhe chairmen ofborh commissions. ISDA and the CCMC are 

encouraged chat rhe chairmen recogn ize the compliance challenges of similar bur nor identical rule 

sets and arc open to enhancing their respective regulatory oversight in a more efficient and cost
effective manner 6. 

The Time to Act Is Now 

ISDA and the CCMC fully support both commissions' implementation of swaps reforms, bur 

believe it is critical rhe agencies act now to develop an acceptable mechanism co reconcile rhe 

disparities between the rules for swaps and security based swaps. Convergence of these rule sers 
would increase the effectiveness of the Dodd-Frank reforms and significantly reduce duplication , 

unnecessary complexity and incremental costs. 

• The h1storieal accord between the commissions dates back to 1981 In that year. the Shad-Johnson Jurisdictional Accord was reached between the 
then-chairmen of the SEC and the CFTC and named after them (the Shad-Johnson Accord) See Joint Explanatory Statement of the SEC and the CFTC 
reprinted in (1980-1982 - Transfer Binder), Comm. Fut Rep (CCH) 1121,332 (Feb 2. 1982). The Shad-Johnson Accord allocated 1urisd1ct1on between 
tt,c cum1111ss1ons for, among other things. security based options and security bosctl futures and opuons on futures. The ac.curtl dlso clarified SlC and 
Cl I C 1urisd1c.t1011 over opt1011s anJ futures on, dmong ott1cr tl1111gs. cert1f1catcs of dcpos1t dlltl foreign currencies. f ile accord was endct~d into law in 
January 1983 through the Securities Act Amendments of 1982 (Pub. L. No. 97-303. 96 Stat. 1409 (1982)), which amended the federal securities laws, 

and the Futures Trading Act of 1982 (Pub. L. No. 97-444. 96 Stat. 2294 ( 1983)). which amended the CEA 

'See 15 U.S C § 8302 

• For example. SEC chairman Jay Clayton recently stated that "the SEC's final and proposed rules governing securrty based swaps have d1ffe1ed, 1n some 
cases s1gnif1can1ly, from the rules governrng swaps that the CFTC adopted pursuant to rts own Title VII mandates." SEC chairman Jay Clayton. Opening 
Remarks at the Securities Regulation Institute (Jan. 22. 2018). available at: https://www sec.gov/news/speech/speech-clayton-0122 18 Similarly, CFTC 
chairman J Chr,stopher Giancarlo noted that the comm1ssrons must work "lo better harmonize and s1mpl1fy our rules, particularly where ltheyl have 
shared 1urisd1ct1on over certain types of markets." CFTC chairman J Christopher Giancarlo Testrmony, House Committee on Agriculture, Public Hearing 
Rcgarc11ng [ xam1111ng the ?O 17 /\gencta for the CrTC (Oct. 11 , ?O 17). available at: hnps://agnc11lture.housc.gov/11ploadcdf1ics/ l l 5- 1? _-_?7184 .pdf 
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Such an initiative is particularly timely since the SEC has not yet completed its rules. Market 

participants have already spent mill io ns of dollars and countless hours building comprehensive and 

com plex compliance frameworks in o rder to comply with Dodd-h ank requirements for their swaps 
activities. Once the SEC fu lly implements ics security based swap rul e-makings, firms wi ll need ro 

implement and comply with rwo sets of similar yet not identical regulations. In practice, it means 
the rwo rule sets will require a comprehensive gap analysis and significant resources in order co 

ensure concurrent compliance. Although many firms trade nearly identical instruments with similar 
economic and risk profiles, rhey will have to inefficiendy manage their compliance obligations from 

two different groups within their organizations as a result. 

ISDA and the CCMC propose that the commissions use their respective exemptive authorities to 
establ ish a safe harbor mechanism char would allow entities to rely on their compliance with one 

regulatory regime in satisfying their compliance obligations under the other regime. 

The key consideratio n for the comm issions issuing safe harbor cxcmptive orders is that th is relief is 

necessary from a public interest perspective given market fragmentation , rhe disparities in existing 
rules and the uncertainty of when the SEC will fully implement its security based swap regulations. 

In ocher words, it is in the interests of both regulators ro ensure there is adequate supervision over 

both markers and participants in chose markets. ·n,is proposed mechan ism would address current 

public policy concerns and would be an immediate first step towards ensuring che full regulatory 
coverage of swaps in the lea.~t complicated and costly way. The safe harbor mechanism may also 

complement current agency staff-level efforts to achieve harmonization berwecn the rwo rule sets. 

Perhaps most importantly, the use of exemprive authority, rather than a statutory delegation, 

preserves rhe CFTC's and SEC's oversight authority over their respective markers. Similarly, the 

relevant Congressional committees will continue to retain their important and historical oversight 
roles over these markets. 
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Inconsistent 
rules and 
regulatory 
uncertainty can 
impact trad ing 
volumes and 
market liquidity 

THE US SWAPS MARKET 

After Dodd-Frank, equity and credit swaps based on a single loan, a security or narrow-based 
securi ty indices are regulated by the SEC, while swaps with IO or more component securities (or 
r,vo or more loans) are regulated by the C FTC7

• Dodd-Frank therefore suhjccts swaps to differing 

regulatory regimes solely based on the number of underliers, regardless of trade characteristics or 
economic risk. 

Despite this difference in regulatory classifica tion, these two instrumcms behave functionally in 
the same manner, have identical risk profiles, are often used by market participants for the same 

economic purpose, are largely priced in the same manner, and arc often offered by the same t rader 
at the same dealer institmions. -n,e following example highlights how the structuring of functionally 
and economically similar swap instruments may lead to different regularory results. 

Trader A, employed at a major bank derivatives division, enters into a Nasdaq I 00 index swap. 
Since the reference asset is a broad-based index, the swap will be governed by CFTC transaction, 
reporting and clearing rules. 

Trader B, employed at the same major bank, enters into I 00 single-name swaps, each an issuer 
component of the Nasdaq I 00 index. Since the reference asset is a single-name security, the security 

based swap will be governed by SEC transaction, reporting and clearing rules. 

The jurisdictional line adopted by Dodd-Frank to d istinguish between these similar instruments 
has aggravated volume and liquidi ty concerns in the security based swaps ma rket, and may create 
adverse practical impacts for swap market participants once the securi ty based swaps regime is 
finalized. 

Volume and Liquidity Concerns 

With each year that passes following rhe adoption and implementation of swaps reform under 
Dodd-Frank, trading volumes and liquidity in the security based swaps market have continued to 
decline8

• The finalization of a security hased swaps regulatory regime that is consistent with the 
existing CFTC framework can only help to foster participation in the market and, hopefully, reverse 

this trend. 

Inconsistent rules, however, lead ro regulatory uncertainty, which can have an adverse impact on 

trading volumes and liquidity. For example, marker participants have already experienced the 
impact of diminished liquidity in the context of the swaps trading rules, where the global market 
was forced to comply with separate US and European Union requirements. As C FTC chairman 
J. C hristopher Giancarlo nored in h is 20 15 whitepaper, " [f]ragmentation has led to smaller, 
disconnected liquidity pools and less efficient and more volatile pricing" further "c:xacerbating the 
inherent challenge of swaps trading - adequate liquidity"9. 

7 As stated above. the 1urisd1ct1onal boundaries imposed by Dodd-Frank were not new concepts. but rather an aff1rmat1on of the governance and 

oversight pr111c1ples first established under the Shad-Johnson Accord. Indeed. the CFTC and SEC have had overlapping Iunsd1cuon over certain 

instruments and market partIcIpants before the enactment of Dodd-Frank 

• s~~ Bonk of International Settlements, 0 IC derivatives rnarkcl act1v1ly 111 Ilic lu , l l1all of 2008 (Nov. 2008). available di. l1l1p://www.b1s.org/publ/ 

otc_hy08l l.pdf and Bank of International Settlements, OTC derivatives stat,st1cs at end-December 2014 (Apr. 2015), available at: http://www.b1s.org/ 

publ/otc_hy 1504.pdf 

• see CFTC commissioner J Christopher Giancarlo. Pro-Reform Reconsideration of tre CFTC Swaps Trading Rules· Return to Dodd-Frank, p.50 (Jan . 

::>9, 2015) available ai http://www.cft,Jgov/ucm/groups/pubhc/@newsroom/documents/f1le/selv,h1tepaoerO I ?915.pdf 
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Divergences between rhe rwo rule sets often appear minor or inconsequential. Due to the 
complicated natu re of the derivatives marker, however, minor di fferences can have significant 

effects, particularly when am.:mpring to build a compliance framework char can be used with each 
rule set. 

In the case of the swap data reporting rules, the time frames establ ished for reporting differ 

between rule sets. 17,c CFTC rules require swaps robe reported to a swap data reposito ry (SOR) 

as soon as technologically practicable, and require SDRs to impose public dissemination time 
delays fo r cenain trades, such as b locks and large no tional off-facility trades. In contrast, the SEC 

rules requi re reporting counterparries to send rheir trades ro security based swap dara repositories 

(SBSDRs) within 24 hours after execution, and do not impose any public dissemination delays on 
SBSDRs. This seemingly slight mismatch between the two rul es requires reporting counterpartics 

to implement two separate compliance systems or, at a minimum, ro build an internal delay 

mechanism specifically for rhcir security basd swaps trades. 

The disparity between rhe rules may also compl icate the way in which market participants trade 

mixed swaps. Currently, many marker participants apply the CFT C's regulatio ns to mixed swaps 

because rhere are no SEC regulations to apply to these instruments. However, once rhe SEC 

fully implements its security based swap rules, the gaps in requirements will create confusion, 
inefficiencies and potemially conflicting compliance results. 

To address rhe current state of the market and practical concerns of rhe swaps rules, ISDA and the 
CCMC propose a more effective, hol istic solution than rule-by- rule harmoni1,acion. This solution is 

consistent with both the letter and spirit of the Dodd-Frank Act, and atlows appropriate regulatory 

oversight of the entire US swaps market - both swaps and security based swaps. 

The following section provides a high-level description of rhe proposed contours of the 

commissions' safe harbor mechanism. 
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A safe harbor 
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THE SAFE HARBOR MECHANISM 

A safe harbor mechanism would permit participants whose swaps activities might bring them within 
the scope of both commissions' regulatory jurisdiction rouse registration and compliance with one 

agency's regulations as a substitute for regisrrarion and compliance with the relevant regulations of 

the ocher agency. M arket participants that are in compliance with the C FTC's rules for swaps would 

therefore be granted a safe harbor for the same rule set issued by t he SEC for security based swaps, 
and vice-versa. Ultimately, this mechanism would allow swap dealers rhar faci litate trading in these 

two markers to do so within a streamlined but comprehensive regulatory oversight regime. 

The proposed exempcive regime allows the commissions co define the scope of che safe harbor 
mechanism. For example, a securi ty based swap dealer (SBSD) that otherwise would have been 

required to register with the SEC would be deemed in compliance with the SEC security based 

swap-related rules if rhe SBSD registers with the CFTC and complies with rhe CFTC swap-related 
requirements. Conversely, a swap dealer (SD) char otherwise would have been required to register 

with the C FTC would be deemed in compliance with rhe CFTC swap-related rules if the SD 

registers with the SEC and complies with the SEC's security based swap-related requirements once 

they arc in effect 10
• 

11,e safe harbo r mechanism could also be employed at a mo re granular level. 11,c commissions 
could allow a dealer to register with o ne agency and comply with char agency's specific rules in lieu 

of complia nce with equivalent rule ser of che ocher agency. For example , che exempcive order could 

allow an SBSD (that otherwise would have been required to register with rhe SEC) to register with 

che CI-TC and comply wirh CFr C business conduct rules in lieu of compliance with the SEC's 
business conduce requirements. In rhis example, the SBSD (that is now registered with the CFTC) 

would srill have co comply with ocher SEC security based swap-related rules (eg, margin, cap ital, 

clearing and t rading rules). 

Ar a minimum, the commissions should consider allowing firms ro rely on rhe safe harbor 

mecha nism when co mplying with dealer registration requirements, regulatory and real-time 

reporting rules, business conduct standards and chief compliance officer requirements (to the exten t 

permi tted). Regardless of rhe approach, the com missions may choose ro retain their respective 

enforcement, anti-manipulation and anti-fraud authorities 11
• 

'°We note that the comm,ss,ons may retain their respective mandatory clearing and trade execution requirements - ,e. a dealer choosing to comply w,th 

CFTC rules for ,ts swaps and security based swaps may need to clear and/or SEF execute security based swaps that are subIect to the SEC mandatory 

clearing and trade execution requirements 

11 As discussed ,r more detail in Part Ill ,nfra. the Federal Energy Regulatory Comm,ss,on (FERC) and the CFTC have reached memoranda of 

understanding 'or the I0,nt oversight of US energy markets. Under those arrangements. both agencies ma,nta,n their ind1v1dual enforcement authority 

over the physical energy markets and certain market part,c,pants. Th,s enabled both agencies to pursue their own enforcement actions under the,r 

relevant regulations against the same conduct. while engaging in cooperative efforts where appropriate. See eg. CFTC press release. CFTC Files and 

Settles Charges against Total Gas & Power Nor1h America. Inc. and Therese Tran for Attempted Manipulation of Natural Gas Monthly Index Settlement 

Prices (Dec.7.2015), available at www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/PressReleases/pr7289-15: Total Gas & Power North America, Inc .. 155 FERC Paragraph 

61 , 105 (April 28, 2016) (indicating that the CFTC settled with Total Gas & Power North America In 2015 to resolve charges of attempted man1pulat1on 

while, in 2016. FERC issued a show cause order to Total Gas & Power North America based on the same conduct) 
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Both the CFTC 
and SEC have 
broad authori ty 
to adopt 
exemptions 

"See 7 U.S.C. § 6(cl 

PATHWAY TO A SAFE HARBOR 

The.: following sc.:ction outlinc.:s a sraturory pathway for utilizing a safe harbor mechanism. 

The CFTC's Exemptive Authority: Section 4(c) of the CEA 

C EA Sectio n 4(c) provides the CFTC with broad authority to adopt an order exempt ing market 
participants, con tracts and transactions from requirements under t he CEA and CFTC regulations 12• 

Dodd-Frank a111rndcd Section 4 (c)( I ) to reAect the CFTC's new jurisdiction over swaps. 1l1is 

section allows the CFTC to exempt a swap dealer from the registration req uirements and o ther 
swap- related rules listed in Section 4(c)( I ) unless these rules provide fo r a specific cxemptionu . 

111c CFTC relics on chis reading of Section 4(c)( I) in issuing two orders exempcing cercain non
financial d c.:rivativc.:s cransactions in the electri city markc.:rs from the.: CfTC jurisdiction 14 • ·1 he.: 

CFTC effectively acknowledged that swap transactions may be exempt from the CFTC ju risdiction 

under Section 4(c) pursuant to the requirements provided in 4(c)( I ) and (2) . ISDA and the CCMC 

believe chis interprccatio n is also consistent with the in tent of Congress to allow fo r more efficient 
and effeccive regulatory overs igh t. 

In order to use its Section 4 (c) exemptive autho rity, the CfTC muse demonstrate that the 

excmpcivc rel ief sacisfics chree requi rements: (i) che exemption is in che public interest15; (ii) the 

exemption will cover 'appropriate persons'l6; and (iii) the exemprion will not have an adverse effect 
on the CFrC's ability to discharge its responsibilities under the CEA. 

{i) 1he exemption is in the public interest 

Congress noted that the purpose of th is provision was to give the CFTC a means of providing 
certainty and scability to existing and emerging markets, so thac financial innovation and market 
development can proceed in an c.:ffeccive and competitive manner 17• 

ISDA and the CCMC bel ieve a safe harbor mechanism is the best way to promote responsible fai r 

competition and market development between swaps and securi ty based swaps markets. Further, 

reducing complexiry, costs and unnecessary duplicatio n for CFTC registrants would be in the 

public's interesc, to the extent char those registrants are subject to comparable SEC regulatio ns. In 

addicion co rhe obvious compliance efficiencies, reconciling rhc.: rwo simi lar bur nor identical rules 
would promote respons ib le economic and financial innovation by, for example, allowing mixed 

swaps to continue to trade withour the imposition of artificial and incremental compliance burdens 
and costs that have no co ncomitant benefits to chc com m issions. 

13 We note that the statutory language could be susceptible to more than one interpretation. We propose the most plausible interpretation given the 
Congressional intent Is to allow the commissions the most eff1c1ent cvers1ght over derivatives markets ard the CFTC-s precedent In interpreting ih,s provision 

1• While the CFTC relied on its exempt1ve authority under Section 4(c)(6) of the CEA, that section requires the exemption to be consistent with 
requirements of both Sections 4(c)( I) and 4(c)(2). See CFTC F1ral Order In Response to a Pet1t1on From Certain Independent System Operators (ISO) 
dlld Regional liansm1ss1on Orga111Ldl1011s (RI 01 lo l:.xe111µt Spec1f1etl Transactions AuthoriLetl by d l,mff or Protocol Aµproved by FERC or Hie Public 
Utility Comm1ss1on of Texas from Certain Provisions of the CEA Pursuant to the Authority Provided n the Act. 78 Fed. Reg. 19879 (Apr.2.2013). 
The CFTC issued a final order exempting specified transactions by certam RTOs and ISOs from va11ous mandatory margm, reg1shahon and 1epo1t,ng 
requirements under the CEA - except CEA's anti-fraud and ant1-ma111pulat1on provIsIons - and preserved the CFTC's authority to enforce these 
provisions through c1v1I enforcement actions 

"See CEA Section 4(c)( I) 

16 See CEA Section 4(c)(2) 
17 H.R Rep. No. l02-978. 1992 USC C.A.N. 3179, 3213 (1992) 
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(ii) ?he exemption covers appropriate persons 

W ith respect to the 'appropriate persons' requirement, ISDA and the CCMC bel ieve that security 
based swap dealers meet the defini tion of appropriate persons as required under CEA Sectio n 4(c) 
(2), as most entities that will likely be required to register as security based swap dealers fall within 
one o r more of the categories listed in the definition. For example, the defi nition of appropriate 
persons expressly includes certain SEC registrants, such as registered investment companies and 
registered broker-dealers18

• l11e definition also includes banks, insurance companies and other 
companies that meet certai n financial qual ifications. 

(iii) The exemption does not adversely affect CFTCs ability to discharge its responsibilities 

Finally, the CFTC would retain its ability to enforce compliance with the CEA and the CFrC's 

regulations under its anti-manipulation and anti-fraud authority, therefore meeting the third prong 
of the rest. lne proposed safe harbor would nor restrict or otherwise have an adverse effect on that 
authority. 

The SEC's Exemptive Authority: Section 36(c) of the Exchange Act 

l11c Exchange Act permits the SEC co exempt security based swaps as to the same mancrs that the 

CFTC has under Dodd-Frank with respect to swaps, including under the CrTC's Section 4(c) 
plenary exemprive authority 19• If rhe CFTC has exemprive autho rity under rhe CEA to adopt a safe 
harbor mechanism for its swaps registrants, the Exchange Act therefore provides char the SEC has 
the same authority with respect to the SEC's security based swaps registrants. 

Like the CFTC, the SEC has used its exemprive authority to provide relief to swap marker 
participants and activities that fall within the SEC's jurisdiction zo_ The SEC has nor suggested 
char its exemprive authority is significantly limited o r different from the CFTC's swaps cxemprive 
authority in any way. The SEC would therefore be in a similar position to rhe CFTC in being able 
to demonstrate that proposing a safe harbor mechanism is necessary and in rhe public's interest. 

18 See CEA Section 4(c)(3)(A)-(K) 
19 See 15 U.S.C. § 78mm(c) 
20 See SEC Exempt1ve Order. Temporary Exemptions and Other Temporary Relief. Together with Information on Compliance Dates for New Provisions 

of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Applicable to Security-Based Swaps. 76 Fed. Reg. 39927 (July 7, 2011) See also SEC Exempt1ve Order, 

Exempbons for Security-Based Swaps, Securities Act. 82 Fed Reg 10703 (Feb. 15. 2017): SEC Exempt1ve Order, Order Extending Until Feb.5.2019 

Certa111 Temporary Exemptions under the Secunt;es Exchange Act of 1934 In Connecuon with the Revision of the Oef1mlion of "Secur•ty" to Encompass 

Security-Based Swaps and Request for Comment. 83 Fed. Reg. 5665 (Feb 8, 2018) These orders are generally intended to enable the SEC to 

preserve the status quo for secu'lty-based swaps until the full mosaic of the SEC-s new regulatory regime Is In place 
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A safe harbor 
approach is 
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the intent of 
Congress and 
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CONGRESSIONAL INTENT AND ADMINISTRATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

ISDA and rhe CCMC believe rhe adoption of a safe harbor mechanism would be consistent with 
provisions in Dodd-Frank, Congressional intent in enacting Dodd-Frank swaps regulatory reform, 
and the current Administration's recommendations in a US Treasury report on capital markers. 11,ar 
report addresses Dodd-Frank harmonization concerns, among other things. 

Section 712(a) of the Dodd-Frank Act 

Congress expressly directed rhe commissions to coord inate and cooperate with one another ro 
harmonize rheir swaps regulations in rhe rcxr of Dodd-Frank. Specifically, Secrion 712(a) of rhc 
Dodd-Frank Acr expressly requires rhe Cl-TC and rhe SEC to consult and coordinate thei r rule
makings and orders regarding swaps and securiry based swaps for rhe purposes of assuring regulatory 
consistency and comparabiliry to rhe exrenr possible 21

• 11,is secrion of Dodd-Frank further 
provides rhar "[i]n adopting rules and orders ... rhe CFfC and rhe SEC shall rrear functionally 
or economically similar products or entiries ... in a similar manne r"22

. The proposed safe harbor 
mechanism would allow entiries to trade functionally and economically similar swaps instruments 
in a consistent and asce rtainable manner2l . 

Congressional Intent 

In a floor colloquy fo llowing rhe passage of Dodd-Frank, rhcn-Scnare Agriculrurc Commirrcc 

Chairwoman Blanche Lincoln encouraged borh agencies to use rhcir respective exemprive aurhoriry. 
When speaking abour new and novel derivatives produces, Chairwoman Lincoln nored: 

We strongly urge rhe agencies to work rogerher under these new provisions to alleviate 
rhc ills char rhey themselves have identified. 11,c agencies should make liberal use of rheir 
exemprive aurhorirics ro avoid sprn<ling raxpayer resources on legal fighrs over whether 
rhese novel derivative produces are securit ies or furures and ro permir these imporrant new 

products ro rrade in eirher or both a C FTC- or SEC-regulated environment24
• 

Chairwoman Lincoln's srarement suggesrs char rhe commissions should use rheir exemprive 
aurhoriries ro rhe maximum cxrent possible in order ro avoid unnecessary and ineffecrual disparities. 
ISDA and rhe CCMC believe char adopting a safe harbor mechanism pursuant to rhe commissions' 
broad exemprive aurhoriry would be consistent wirh Chairwoman Lincoln's sraremenc. 

2 1 In fact. the CFTC and SEC have already deferred to each other"s regulatory authonty In some cases For example, in their proposed SD capital 

rules. the CFTC contemplates permitting SDs to elect a capital requirement that Is based on the existing SEC broker-dealer capital rues or the SEC's 
proposed cap,tal requ,rements for SBSDs. See 81 Fed. Reg. 9l252, 9l254 (Dec. l6, 2016) 

22 See 15 U.S.C. § 8302 
23 Consistent with ,ts d,rect,ve to coordinate and cooperate in conducting regulatory oversight. Congress also d,rected the prudenllal regulators, the SEC 

and the CFTC to coordinate the 1mplementat1on of the,r capital and margin requ,rements and make such requirements comparable · to the maximum 

extent practicable". See Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protect1or Act. H. R. 4173- 331 (2010) Coordination and cooperation among 

regulators therefore appears to be a consistent theme throughout the Dodd-Frank Act 

2• cong Rec. Vol. 156, Number 105. p. S5923 (July l 5. 20l0) 
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Administration Support for Convergence 

Tht: cu rrent Administration has sim ilarly expressed support fu r the.: commissions to rake.: immc.:d ian.: action 

to harmonize or reconcile their respective swaps regulations 25• In October 2017, the US Department 

of the Treasury expressly recommended greater harmonization between the SEC and the CFTC, more 

appropriate capital and margin treatment for swaps, allowing space for innovation and Acxibility in 

execution processes, and improvements in market infrastructure. In the Treasury's view, the roles of the 
SEC and the CFTC, the management of regulatory overlaps and areas for harmonization should be 

evaluated. Finally, the Treasury expressed support for the commissions to have appropriate authority to 

provide exemptions to fac ilitate market innovation. ISDA and the CCMC believe the proposed safe 
harbor would help manage regulatory overlaps and allow for swaps market innovation and greater 

harmonization in the long term. 

Precedent for Issuing a Safe Harbor 

Hisrorically, rhe commissions have worked together in several areas to relieve burdens on dual 
registrants. Certain provisions in the CEA and the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 provide 

exemptions for investment advisers already registered with the other agency. For intermediaries that 

are registered with both commissions, the CFTC will also accept the SEC's disclosure, reporting 

and record-keeping regime as substituted compliance for substantially all of Part 4 of the CFTC's 
regulations, so long as the intermediary complies with comparable requirements under the SEC's 

starurory and regulatory compliance regime. l nis recognition and acceptance of comparable 

regulatory compliance is at the heart of the proposed safe harbor mechanism. 

In addition to the CFTC's coordination with the SEC, the CFTC has entered into formal 

arrangements to ensure coordination on overlapping jurisdictional issues. Pursuan t ro Section 720 (a) 
of Dodd-Frank, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the CFTC entered into two 

memoranda of understanding (MO Us) in January 2014 to establish procedures for: ( I) applying the 

agencies' respective authorities in a man ner that ensures effective and efficient regulation in the publ ic 

intcn:sr; (2) resolving conAicts concerning overlapping jurisdiction between them; and (3) avoiding 
conAicting or duplicative regulation co the extent possiblc 26• 11,e MO Us have allowed the CFTC and 

the FERC to defer to one another without ceding oversight authori ty co the other agency. The SEC 

and the CFTC should look to these MO Us as a template for developing a safe harbor mechanism. 

·1 he CFTC has also reached agreement with non-US regulators to recogn ize each other's authorized 

market infrastructures. For example, the CFTC and the European Commission announced their 
Common Plan on Trading Venues at the end of 2017, wh ich lays out their agreement to recogn ize 

each other's authorized trading venues27
• The C:FTCs efforts ro coordinate and cooperate on swaps 

regulation with regulators outside the US can be a model for coordination and cooperation with 

its sister agency on joint supervision of the US swaps marker. We also encourage the SEC ro work 
with tht: CrTC and join their ongoing efforts to coordinate.: and cooperate.: with foreign regulators, 

providing deference ro their authority, where appropriate28
• 

" See US Dep't of the Treasury, A Financial System That Creates Economic Opportun1t1es: Capital Markets (201 7), available at https://www.treasury.gov/ 
press-center/press-reIeases/Documents/A•Financ1al-System-Cap1tal-Markets-FINAL-FINAL.pdf 

2• See Memorandum of Understanding between the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the CFTC Covering Jurisdiction. (Jan. 2, 2014). available at: 
http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/publ1c/@newsroom/doc:uments/file/cftcferqmou?O 14 pdf. Memorandum of Understanding betv.een FERC and the CFTC 
Covering Information Sharing. (Jan. 2 ?014) available at http://ww1 .. cftc.gov/idc/groups/pubhc/@newsmom/docwnents/f1le/cftcferc1smou?Dl4.pdf 

27 See CFTC. A Common Approach on Certain Derivatives Trading Venues (Oct. 13.2017). available at http://www.cftc gov/Ide/groups/public/@ 

newsroom/documents/flle/dmo_cacdtvl01317.pdf. The Common Plan on Trading Venues was modeled after their common approach adopted In 
2016 to address cross-border recognition issues dealing with derivatives clearing houses 

28 See ISDA white paper: Cross-Border Hamonizat1on of Derivatives Regulatory Regimes, available at h1tps://www.1sda.org/a/OG1DE/1sda-cross-border• 
harmor11Lat1ur1•fllldl2.pdl 
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CONCLUSION 

A safe harbor 
mechanism 
would bring 
significant 
benefits to 

-[hen; an: significant challt:nges ro achieving regulatory harmonization and efficiency, wh ich are 

driven by a variety of factors including joint rule-making responsibilities, overlapping mandates 

and jurisdictional frict ion. lSDA and rhe CCMC welcome rhar facr rhat rhe CFTC and SEC are 
working ro harmonize their swaps and security based regulations ro rhe exten t possible. 

the CFTC and 
SEC in terms 
of regulatory 
oversight, and 
would reduce 
complexity and 
costs for market 
participants 

lt is positive that the commissions agree with the industry's concerns that implementing separate 

and duplicative compliance regimes for functionally a nd economically similar financial instruments 

is costly and docs nor provide meaningful benefits to either agency in meeting their underlying 

public policy objectives. Trying to engage in rule-by-rule harmoni7..ation would very likely lead to 
prorracred consultations, diminished marker liquidity and marker fragmentation. 

The commissions should therefore consider adopting the proposed safe harbor mechanism since it 

is a more immediate solution, which would result in significant benefits to bod, rhe commissions in 

terms of their regulatory oversight of the enti re swaps markers, and to market participants rhat are 

requ ired to register with both agencies because of their swaps and security based swaps activities. 
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